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Abstract
Wildfires threaten human lives, destroy infrastructure, disrupt economic activity, and damage
ecosystem services. A record-breaking gigafire event ravaged the western United States (USA) in
mid-September 2020, burning 1.2 million acres (4,900 km2) in Oregon and California, and
resulting in severe smoke pollution with daily fine particulate matter (PM2.5) concentrations over
300 µg/m3 for multiple days in many cities. Although previous studies have shown that regional
warming escalates wildfire in the western USA, such an unprecedented fire cannot be explained
by climate variability alone. Here we show that the synoptic-scale feedback between the wildfires
and weather played an unexpectedly important role in accelerating the spread of this fire and also
trapped pollutants in the shallow boundary layer over valley cities. Specifically, we find that
aerosol-radiation interaction of the smoke plumes over the Cascade Mountains enhanced the
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downslope winds and weakened the moisture transport, thereby forming a positive feedback loop
that amplified the fires and contributed to ~54% of estimated air-pollution related deaths. Our
study underscores the complexity of the Earth system and the importance of understanding
fundamental mechanisms to effectively mitigate disaster risks in a changing climate.
Main Text
Introduction
Wildfire has an enormous and increasing impact on lives and homes lost, human health, and
ecosystem services (1–10). California, Oregon, Washington, and other states in the western
United States (USA) are suffering from increasingly intense and destructive summertime wildfires,
with records broken every few years (e.g., 2014, 2019, and 2020) (11–13). In turn, the severe
haze pollution in downwind cities caused by such extreme wildfires has become the top air quality
concern in the US (10, 14, 15). For these reasons, western US wildfires and their impacts have
been a major topic of research in recent decades, including considerable focus on the role of
climate change(16–20).
It is therefore well known that meteorological parameters such as air temperature, humidity, wind,
and precipitation, are key factors that modulate the intensity and persistence of wildfires(17, 21–
26). In addition, light-absorbing smoke aerosols emitted from burning biomass may substantially
affect these meteorological parameters (27–30). However, little attention has been paid to the
complex interactions among smoke aerosols, weather, and wildfire emissions—or to the effect of
these interactions on the evolution and spread of extreme wildfires. Here, we use an atmospheric
model and pollution measurements to demonstrate that such a fire-weather interaction indeed
played a critical role in the spread and impacts of some of the extreme western US wildfires in
2020, suggesting that this mechanism may be an important and overlooked driver of mounting
wildfire impacts across the region.
Results
In September 2020, a series of wildfires in Oregon and California burned 1.2 million acres (defined
as a “gigafire” for area >1M acres), the largest area burned by fires in a single year in the state’s
recorded history (Fig. 1A) (13, 15, 31). After the greatest daily fire emissions on 10 September,
smoke from the fire spread over hundreds of millions of acres (~900,000 km2 for Aerosol Optical
Depth >1), stretching from the Pacific Ocean over most of Oregon and Washington, parts of
California, Idaho, Nevada, and Canada (Fig. 2A and Fig. S1). The daily CO emissions were greater
than those recorded from any previous fire in Oregon and California, and hazardous haze pollution
(i.e. fine particulate matter PM2.5 >300 μg/m3, the “hazardous” category of the Air Quality Index)
prevailed for several days in valley cities like Salem and the surrounding areas (Fig. 1B and Fig.
S1) (13). During the fire, there were strong anomalies compared to the climatic mean in nearsurface water vapor (Q2) and east wind (zonal wind at 10-m altitude, U10); Fig. 1 C and D), and the
large fire potential index (LFP; see Methods) (32) reached unprecedented levels (Fig. S2). Fig. 1C
shows that local anomalies of these Q2, U10, and LFP parameters were particularly extreme during
the fires in August and September of 2020. Recent studies have shown that the gigafire events
were closely related to compound extremes/multiple drivers (12, 13), particularly the strong
downslope easterly wind and fuel dryness. This is consistent with the record-setting LFP, which is
derived from wind speed and dewpoint depression (32).
We explore the interaction mechanism between smoke aerosols, meteorology, and fire emissions,
using numerical simulations with the meteorology-chemistry coupled model WRF-Chem for
September 2020 (Methods). While aerosols modify meteorology via impacts on both radiation
transfer and clouds, cloudless skies over the western US during the gigafire led the aerosolradiation interactions to dominate. Accordingly, we performed two parallel experiments, one with
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aerosol-radiation interactions (EXP_ARI) and another without (EXP_nARI), and validated the
model with both in-situ and remote sensing measurements (Fig. S3-5). The results show that only
the simulations that included aerosol-radiation interactions adequately reproduce the temperature
profiles and the magnitude of PM2.5 concentrations (Fig. 2A and Fig. S4). During the 4-day period
when coastal cities in Oregon and northern California suffered the most severe haze pollution (1013 September), aerosol optical depth (AOD) in these regions increased sharply to >2. Such a high
aerosol loading substantially perturbed the radiation energy balance by trapping >100 W/m2 of
incoming solar energy (~32%) in the atmosphere (Fig. S5), and in turn dramatically altered thermal
stratification, as quantitatively revealed by the difference between our two parallel simulations.
Fig. 2B shows that these aerosol-radiation interactions tended to warm the smoke layer and cool
the land surface over the affected areas of western US, thereby suppressing the development of
the planetary boundary layer (PBL). Under the most extreme conditions on the afternoon (16:00
LT) of 12 September, the decrease in near-surface temperature was 6 ℃ in Salem, accompanied
by a decrease in the PBL height of almost 500 m. These modifications in the thermal stratification
in the lower troposphere are consistent with those observed in regions with high loading of black
carbon (BC) from biomass burning and fossil fuel sources (9, 27). Meanwhile, our results show that
these radiative effects increased near-surface PM2.5 concentrations by over 100 μg/m3 on the
western slope of Oregon’s Cascade Mountains, while at altitudes of 1-2 km PM2.5 concentrations
decreased by as much as 50 μg/m3 (dashed contours in Fig. 2B). Such opposite PM2.5 changes
between the lower and upper layers have been attributed to the aerosol-PBL interaction caused by
light-absorbing aerosols (e.g., BC) from wildfires(33, 34). Specifically, smoke aerosols stabilized
the PBL by warming the upper air and cooling the surface, thereby greatly weakening turbulent
mixing and trapping the pollution in a much shallower PBL (33).
In addition to modifying temperature, aerosol-radiation interactions substantially perturbed both
vertical and horizontal winds (arrows in Fig. 2 B and C). Specifically, surface cooling led to a strong
easterly wind anomaly in the near-surface wind (the 4-day average was about 3-4 m/s in the lower
PBL), especially down the western slope of the Cascade Mountains, despite an overall onshore
wind anomaly over the ocean and above the PBL. The wind response in the coastal areas was
linked to the aerosol-radiation interactions, which induced a large-scale circulation change
associated with the overall enhancement of low pressure off the western coastline (Extended Data
Fig. S5-6). Further, in addition to the strong downslope east wind anomaly within the PBL, the
aerosol-PBL interaction over the land area with high AOD prevented the onshore transport of water
vapor from the Pacific Ocean (Fig. 2B). Thus, our results indicate that near-surface water vapor
(Q2) was dramatically reduced by aerosol-radiation interactions in most of the wildfire area during
mid-September 2020, with the largest decreases in the Cascade Mountains of Oregon. This is the
area where wildfires were concentrated (Fig. 1D), and aerosol feedbacks can partly explain the
2020 anomaly compared to the climatology (Fig. S7). Associated with the enhanced downslope
wind, the windspeed was greatly amplified (Fig. 2E). The differences of both Q2 and 10-meter wind
speed (WS10) between EXP_ARI and EXP_nARI show good correlation with AOD (Fig. 3A and Fig.
S8, A and B) (27). Fig. 3A shows the systematic changes in both Q2 and WS10 (by ~40%) at very
high AOD (e.g., AOD=3; see also Fig. S8B).
Our simulations thus demonstrate that aerosol-radiation interactions of wildfire smoke enhanced
both dryness and wind speed during the 2020 gigafire. The stronger easterly wind over the western
slope of the Cascade Mountains can be explained as reinforced mountain breezes due to the
substantial reduction in solar radiation under high AOD (Fig. 2 B and C, and Fig. S5-6). Since the
smoke plumes during 10-13 September spread over an area of thousands of square km and the
aerosol-induced changes in circulation occurred over a similar spatial extent, we carried out
additional simulations to quantify the role of aerosol-radiation interactions over ocean and land,
respectively, on the change of meteorological parameters (Methods). As shown in Fig. S8, C and
D, aerosol-radiation interactions were the main contributor to modifying Q2 and WS10 over the
Cascade Mountains, indicating the importance of the smoke plumes on the evolution of local
thermal circulations such as the mountain-valley breezes over mountainous areas. Given the fact
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that a very strong gradient of water vapor existed across the western US during the fires (Fig. S6C),
the humidity in the fire region would definitely be extremely sensitive to changes in the wind field,
particularly zonal winds. The enhanced easterly winds can also influence humidity and air
temperature through the foehn wind process, which has been extensively acknowledged as a
critical factor triggering wildfire in the western USA (23, 32, 35).
Decreased water vapor concentrations, combined with increased wind speed, resulted in a
substantial increase of the large fire potential(32) in Oregon and the western USA (Fig. 3B). In the
Cascade Mountains where fires were most intense, aerosol-radiation interactions increased the
LFP index by >100%. Emissions and near-surface concentrations of PM2.5 induced by aerosolradiation interactions also exacerbated mortality in valley cities of the western US (Fig. S9). We
estimate that aerosol-PBL interactions alone increased fire-related air pollution deaths by ~16%.
However, considering that wildfire emissions were enhanced by smoke-driven changes in
meteorology, the full effect of fire-weather interactions are better reflected by the increase in large
fire potential (LFP; Fig. 3B). Scaling fire emissions by LFP, we find that fire-weather interactions
accounted for a 54% increase in air pollution deaths in the western US, about 3/4 of which (+41%
deaths) were directly due to emission enhancement and1/4 (+13-16% deaths) were due to aerosolPBL interactions. Estimated deaths more than doubled due to these fire-weather interactions in
cities of Oregon and Washington, particularly those located in valleys nearby or downwind of the
Cascade Mountains.
Our results provide a comprehensive demonstration of an unexpectedly strong feedback between
wildfire and weather in the western US. Specifically, increased AOD from wildfire suppresses the
development of the PBL and enhances orographic winds, thereby increasing the large fire potential
on the western slope of the Cascade Mountains via higher wind speed and lower humidity.
Moreover, the aerosol-PBL interaction exacerbates PM2.5 concentrations in the valley cities by
suppressing convection and weakening diffusion, and the strengthened wildfire emission further
enhances the haze pollution and AOD to reinforce the feedback loop (Fig. 4). This fire-weather
coupling is distinct from pyroconvection (36), which has not been detected from satellite imagery
during these gigafire events, probably due to extremely stable atmospheric conditions. Considering
the much larger scale of aerosol-radiation induced wind enhancement and fire spread compared
to the area affected by pyroconvection, the mechanism we identify here can amplify all sizes of
fires and impact many western US fires.
Discussion
Our findings emphasize the complexity of fire-weather interactions in the Earth system, and the
critical importance of improving our understanding of such mechanisms to prioritize fire prevention
and suppression efforts and thus mitigate the impacts of extreme wildfires (7, 31). For example,
our results indicate there may be an unexpected nonlinear benefit from early fire suppression
efforts. Considering that the feedback loop shown in Fig. 4 acts over a temporal scale of 1-2 days,
we modeled a 50% reduction in fire emissions on 8-9 September that would have resulted from an
effective early fire suppression (See Methods), and find that even with fire-weather interactions, air
pollution deaths would have been reduced by as much as 78%—saving about two dozen lives on
11 September alone. Indeed, given the persistence and spread of wildfires and fire-weather
feedback, early-stage fire suppression efforts (e.g., the first two days) may be able to succeeded
in avoiding such gigafires. Moreover, strategic and early fire management, e.g. more effort on fire
suppression of the forests upslope of populated areas, could greatly reduce the impacts of wildfirerelated air pollution to save lives(37). Further research and support from state-of-the-art forecast
models with related feedback processes will be necessary to accurately target such early
management resources. But given increasing trends of wildfire impacts in many regions (and
especially those with Mediterranean climates with strong water vapor gradients and complex
topography), the feedback loop we identify may ultimately prove critical in understanding and
reducing fire risks.
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Materials and Methods
Observations on wildfire, air quality, and meteorology. The Moderate Resolution Imaging
Spectroradiometer (MODIS) onboard the Terra and Aqua satellites has been monitoring fires
since the year 2001, and the Thermal Anomalies and Fire product MOD14A1 and MYD14A1
were collected for demonstrating the spatiotemporal variation of wildfires in the western US. The
MODIS Aerosol Product MOD04, which provides daily aerosol optical depth, was adopted to
validate model performance on reproducing spatial patterns of fire smoke aerosol. In addition, the
in-situ measurements of PM2.5 concentrations, which are routinely recorded by the Air Quality
System of United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA), were also utilized for the
purpose of illustrating the temporal variation of air pollution and for evaluating the model
simulation. To investigate the relationship between wildfire intensity and weather conditions, we
also used a large number of ground-based and radiosonde meteorological observations, which
are archived at the National Climatic Data Center of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration.
Regional meteorology and chemical coupled modeling. WRF-Chem, the chemistry version of
the Weather Research and Forecasting model (version 3.7.1), which simulates trace gases and
particulates interactively with the meteorological fields, was applied to quantitatively understand
the feedback between fire smoke and meteorology. The model domain covered the US with a
grid resolution of 18 km and 35 vertical layers. The NCEP global final analysis (FNL) data was
used to provide meteorological initial and boundary conditions. The Yonsei University (YSU)
scheme was applied to parameterize boundary layer processes. Key physical parameterizations
included the Noah land surface scheme for representing land-atmosphere interactions, and the
RRTMG radiation scheme. For the numerical representation of air pollution, the carbon-bond
photochemical mechanism combined with the MOSAIC (Model for Simulating Aerosol
Interactions and Chemistry) aerosol module were utilized. The optical properties of aerosols were
computed as a function of wavelength and three-dimensional positions. The interactions between
aerosols and clouds have been described in more detail in Grell et al. (2011)(38).
Both biomass burning and anthropogenic emissions were included. Anthropogenic emissions
were derived from the Emissions Database for Global Atmospheric Research (EDGAR)(39). The
fire inventory from NCAR (FINN), which uses satellite observations of active fires and land cover,
together with emission factors and fuel loadings to provide daily, highly-resolved biomass burning
emissions(40), was employed to characterize the fire emissions in the model. It has been
demonstrated that the FINN inventory tends to underestimate by almost half the intensity of large
fires in the western US(41). Thus, we conducted sensitivity tests by doubling the emission
intensity and compared them with in-situ observations (Fig. S3). Clearly, the doubled emissions
resulted in better model performance on the magnitude and temporal variation of PM2.5
concentrations, and were used for the further analysis. Biomass burning injection height was
derived from satellite detections(42). To provide more realistic chemical initial conditions, a 10day spin-up period was applied and the simulations covered from 28 August to 16 September
2020. To determine the role of biomass burning aerosol on meteorology, multiple parallel
simulations were performed, i.e., one scenario including (EXP_ARI) and another excluding
aerosol-radiation interaction (EXP_nARI).
Large fire potential and health impact assessment. The near-surface weather characteristics
that are closely related to wildfire, are represented by the large fire potential (LFP) index, which
has been proven to well predict fire intensity in the western US in previous studies(32) and in Fig.
S2. It is calculated as follows(32)
LFP=0.001Ws2Dd

(1)

where Ws is the 10-m wind velocity and Dd is the 2-m dewpoint depression. As shown in Fig. S9,
the fire emission in the western US is linearly correlated with LFP in the 2020 fire season. On the
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basis of this relationship, we approximate the fire emission changes due to aerosol-induced
perturbations in meteorology and conduct simulations considering this fire emission
enhancement.
Wildfire events can lead to a rapid growth of PM2.5 concentrations to pathogenic level and
jeopardize human health. Based on existing epidemiological studies (10), the daily mortality
attributed to elevated ambient PM2.5 in different scenarios was estimated as the potential health
impacts associated with wildfire events in this work.
We calculated the total mortality burden (M) in each gird cell according to an exposure response
function(43–45):
M=AF × Bd × P
AF =

%%('))*
%%(')

(2)
(3)

where AF is the attributable fraction of biomass burning-induced PM2.5 pollution; Bd is the daily
baseline risk of deaths from non-communicable diseases in US, adopted from the Global Burden
of Diseases Study 2019 (available at http://ghdx.healthdata.org/gbd-results-tool); P is the total
population of each grid cell and RR(C) is the relative risk of each gird cell at a given PM2.5
concentration C (in μg/m3) expressed as:
RR(C) = exp0γ × (C − C4 )5

(4)

where C0 is the counterfactual PM2.5 concentration without additional contribution to mortality risk;
γ is the empirical excess mortality per unit increase in PM2.5, which is adopted as 0.00104 at the
95% confidence intervals(44).
ΔM8,: = M8,: (S2) − M8,: (S1)

(5)

The temporal and spatial distributions of mortality under different simulation scenarios were
obtained based on Eq. 2-4, and then summed up for the western US. The differences of mortality
attributed to PM2.5 in each grid cell (ΔMi, j) between different scenarios (Sn) were calculated by Eq.
5 to respectively represent the health impacts of fire emission change and smoke aerosolradiation interaction.
Data Availability
MODIS thermal anomalies and aerosol products are available at
https://ladsweb.modaps.eosdis.nasa.gov/archive/allData/6/MOD14A1/ and
https://ladsweb.modaps.eosdis.nasa.gov/archive/allData/61/MOD04_L2/. FINN fire emissions
data is openly accessible at https://www.acom.ucar.edu/Data/fire/. The grid-ded anthropogenic
emission data EDGAR is obtained from https://edgar.jrc.ec.europa.eu/dataset_ap50. Ambient air
quality monitoring data can be obtained at
https://aqs.epa.gov/aqsweb/airdata/download_files.html. The radiosonde and surface
meteorological observations are archived at National Center for Environmental Information
(NCEI) (ftp://ftp.ncdc.noaa.gov/pub/data/noaa/ and ftp://ftp.ncdc.noaa.gov/pub/data/igra). The
gridded population density data is available at
https://sedac.ciesin.columbia.edu/data/collection/gpw-v4. Data processing techniques are
available on request from the corresponding author. The source code of the WRF-Chem model is
archived in the UCAR data repository (http://www2.mmm.ucar.edu/wrf/users/download).
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Figures

Figure 1. Recording-breaking western US wildfire events and weather anomalies in 2020. (A)
Vegetation map and fire spots over the western US in September 2020. Salem station in Oregon
is marked in blue dot. (B-C) Daily variations of biomass burning CO emission, PM2.5 observations
in Oregon Cascade Mountains (blue rectangle in A), 2-m water vapor (Q2) and 10-meter wind
speed (WS10) and large fire potential (LFP) at Salem station in August–September 2020. The
blue and red shadings show the 25-75th percentile of PM2.5 and Q2, respectively. The grey area in
B marks the most polluted periods with the largest fire emission in Oregon. (D) Time series of CO
emission, PM2.5, Q2, WS10 and LFP in August–September from 2001 to 2020.
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Figure 2. Model simulation of aerosol-PBL interaction during the 2020 western US Gigafire. (A)
Simulated (contour) and observed (dots) near-surface PM2.5 concentrations in the western US
during 10-13 September, when Oregon featured the highest fire emission and PM2.5 level, as
shown by the grey shading in Fig. 1B. (B) Cross section of ARI-induced perturbations in air
temperature (color), wind (arrows), and PM2.5(contours) along the dashed line in A. (C) Spatial
distributions of near-surface PM2.5 and circulation changes due to ARI caused by the smoke. (DE) Spatial distributions of Q2 and WS10 changes due to ARI overlaid by fire spots during the 2020
western US gigafire.
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Figure 3. Impact of fire-weather interaction on meteorology and excess mortality. (A) Scatter plot
of Q2 and WS10 changes due to ARI under different AOD levels and biomass burning CO
emission intensity (Mmol/km2/day). (B)Spatial distributions of LFP increment due to ARI during
10-13 September in the western US. (C) Spatial distributions of excess mortality due to fireweather interaction in the western US. (D) Potentially preventable mortality via early fire
suppression. Grey, orange, and red bars show daily mortality in the western US while taking no
fire management (Default), suppressing 50% fire (Fire_Sup50%) and with additional fire-weather
interaction considered (Fire_Sup50%+FWI).
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Figure 4. Conceptual model of the fire-weather interaction in the western US. Gray arrows
indicate the linkage between wildfire, air quality, and thermal circulations. Red and blue arrows
show the increase and decrease, respectively, of each parameter with the width illustrating the
magnitude.
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Fig. S1. Satellite image and air quality map during the 2020 western US gigafire event. (A-F)
MODIS true color image observed by Terra satellite (left panel) and the USEPA’s Air Quality
Index map (right panel) during 8-13 September 2020 over the western US. These images are
openly accessible at https://worldview.earthdata.nasa.gov and http://berkeleyearth.org.
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Fig. S2. Anomalies of wind and fire danger indexes in the past two decades. Time series of 10meter zonal wind (U10) and fire danger indexes (VPD, vapor pressure deficit, FWI: Fire weather
index, BI: Burning index, KBDI: Keetch-Byram drought index) anomaly in the Oregon Cascade
Mountains in August–September from 2001 to 2020.
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Fig. S3. Evaluation of WRF-Chem simulation by in-situ PM2.5 observations and satellite-derived
AOD. (A) Comparison of simulated and observed daily PM2.5 concentrations in Oregon. (B-C)
Spatial patterns of MODIS-retrieved (MOD04_L2) and simulated aerosol optical depth during the
first half of September.
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Fig. S4. Evaluation of WRF-Chem simulation by radiosonde measurement of temperature. (A-B)
Vertical profiles of observed and model simulated air temperature at the Salem radiosonde
station on 6 and 12 September. Dashed and solid red lines present simulations with and without
considering ARI, respectively. PM2.5 concentrations are labeled in the top right corner. (C) Time
series of daily average (line) and standard deviation (shading) of PM2.5 concentrations at Salem
in September 2020.
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Fig. S5. ARI-induced changes in radiation energy balance, air temperature and PBL in the
western US. (A) Spatial distribution of atmospheric warming (radiative forcing in the atmosphere,
RF_ATM) during 10-13 September 2020. (B) ARI-induced 2-m air temperature perturbations. (C)
Aerosol optical depth and 1-km pressure (hPa) changes due to ARI. (D) Planet boundary layer
height (PBLH) changes due to ARI. (E) Comparisons of PBLH during clean (blue) and polluted
(red) time periods at five radiosonde stations in the western US. The dots and bars show the
average and ranges of PBLH at 16:00 during the two different periods. Numbers in circles label
the averaged PM2.5 concentrations. The geographic locations of radiosonde stations are marked
in the right panel.
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Fig. S6. Changes of water vapor and wind due to ARI over sea and land. (A-B) Q2 and WS10
responses to ARI over sea and land, respectively. (C) Spatial distribution of Q2 in September
2020. (D) Topographic map and averaged circulation in September 2020.
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Fig. S7. Q2 anomaly over forest in September 2020 compared with climatological average of
2010-2020. Red and blue squares mark the locations with abnormally high and low biomass
emission (CO emission is 5 mol m-2 d-1 higher/lower than the climatological average) in
September 2020.
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Fig. S8. Relationship between the changes of water vapor and wind due to ARI over sea and
land. (A) Relationship between 2-m water vapor Q2, 10-m wind speed WS10 and fire area in
Oregon. (B) WS10 and Q2 changes over fire spots due to ARI under different AOD levels during
10-13 September. (C) WS10 and Q2 changes over fire spots due to ARI over ocean during 10-13
September. (D) Same with C, but due to ARI over land.
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Fig. S9. Wildfire Emission, large fire potential, population density and ARI-induced excess
mortality. (A) Relationship between 2-day moving average of LFP and daily fire CO emission in
the western US in September 2020. (B) Map showing spatial distribution of topography and
population density in the western US. (C) Attribution of excess mortality to emission
enhancement and aerosol-PBL interaction in the western US. (D) Relative change of mortality
due to fire-weather interaction during 10-13 September in the western US.
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